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Association for the Physically Disabled
Greater Johannesburg:
Divisions and Programmes

OUR MISSION
Our Mission is to be totally committed to working in partnership with people who have
physical disabilities, and their families, in order to promote their integration into society, and
to enable them to achieve their full potential.

OUR VISION
The Association for the Physically Disabled is a highly respected, relevant and transforming
non-profit organisation made up of committed people who enjoy working together in a
creative and challenging way to ensure financial sustainability and an effective and
empowered workplace. This, together with the fostering of collaborative partnerships, ensures
that the Association is widely recognised as the best service provider to people with
disabilities.

OUR VALUES
VALUES
INTEGRITY
INNOVATION

MUTUAL RESPECT
TEAM WORK

PROFESSIONALISM
ACCOUNTABILITY
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT

75 AND
AND COUNTING….
This year, the Association is celebrating 75 years of developmental and
welfare services to persons with disabilities, which given the changes that
have taken place in our country during this period, is a truly remarkable
achievement. The year has been a testing one for all non-profit organisations, and tragically, many
have had to close their doors. The Association has survived, but at a cost, to which the audited
financial statements for the year bear testimony.
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Under the circumstances, it is relevant for me to repeat my comments from last year’s annual report
regarding some of the more important characteristics of a sustainable non-profit organisation.
These include diversified sources of funding, including a level of cost recovery from clients; some
reserves; effective budgeting and financial controls; strong relationships with supporters and
partners and an involved governing body and committed staff. Successive Executive Committees
have worked hard over the years to acquire and entrench these characteristics for sustainability
and I believe that the Association is well placed to survive the current economic recession.
Even so, each year is a struggle. In this last year, our struggle has not been aided by the poor
performance of a major partner, the Department of Social Development. The Department appears
to be in total disarray. Its subsidy payments are consistently late and, in one case, a subsidy was
unilaterally halved and payment only made in the first week of the following financial year. Without
reserves, the Association would not have survived the resultant cash flow problems. On a more
positive note, I am pleased to report that our trading activities continue to demonstrate the
potential to generate reliable income streams, although much effort is still required to increase
levels of profitability. These activities will assist greatly in ensuring our sustainability into the future.
In May 2008, the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities was created to uphold the
rights of persons with disabilities, thus protecting them from discrimination and promoting their
inclusion into society. As a signatory to the Convention, our government has committed to working
with disability organisations to make sure that all persons with disabilities can realise all their rights. In
support of the ideals of the Convention, the Association’s Healing Our Rainbow Nation Campaign
was launched in October 2008, with the
endorsement of Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu.
This worthy campaign, details of which appear
elsewhere in this report, addresses the twin evils of
prejudice and discrimination and will, hopefully,
make a meaningful difference in the lives of persons
with or without disabilities.
As always, the future remains uncertain. However, I
am confident that the Association has the character
and the characteristics to endure and to continue
to provide a range of essential services to persons
with disabilities for yet another 75 years.

Patrick Mabunda with Helen Zille at the
signing of the Healing Our Rainbow
Nation Campaign in February 2009

In conclusion, I thank my Executive Committee
members, the management and staff of the
Association, and our many faithful partners and
friends for their steadfast support during the year.
Very special thanks go to all those who were so
considerate and caring during a year which has
been a particularly difficult and challenging one for
myself and my family. My sincere thanks to you all!

Patrick Khosa Mabunda
Chairperson
Chairperson
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TREASURER’S REPORT

THE DOMINO EFFECT
There are many participants and contributors to the financial performance
of the Association for the Physically Disabled—Greater Johannesburg (APD).
Our mandate is to use all of our income in the provision of services to
people with disabilities, which demands an ability to predict our income in any given financial year.
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If any of the contributors fail
to perform, the domino
effect threatens our ability to
perform our task, both
currently and in the future.
The first of these contributors
are the lawmakers who, in
2006,
decided
that
accounting for unrealised
profits on investments would
be better reporting, but
instead
created
wildly
fluctuating income results for
APD
(reflected
on the
attached graph), making
the prediction of income
more complex.
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The effect of this legislation
on the 2009 results of APD is
an expense of R 1 325 177 which represents a write-off of unrealized income brought into our results
in 2006 and 2007, from which APD still has an investment reserve of R 703 159.
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The next contributor is the National Lottery who, in the chaos of their reorganisation, delayed the
payment of R 1 064 649, due to us in 2008, until after the close of our 2009 financial year.
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Another contribution came from the Department of Social Development who delayed a grant of
R 176 400 until after our year end.
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Positive contributors are the hardworking staff of APD who increased
our income from fees for services by 56%, our appeals, donations
and grants by 95% and our legacies by 721% compared to last year.
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Hard work by the special people in APD contributed R 2 873 886 to
our income which represents 76% of our income. These wonderful
people also managed to provide our services at a saving of 10%
over last year, thereby saving R 534 982.
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Essentially, if all of the contributors had played their part, we may
have come close to our target of breaking even.
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Gavin Julyan
Treasurer
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These delays in payment cause the need for withdrawal of cash from our investment portfolio to
meet operational expenditures. These withdrawals result in an
irrecoverable loss of investment earnings and an erosion of the
portfolio and therefore a reduction in future income.

Gavin Julyan
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FINANCIALS

INVESTMENT MELTDOWN
Summary of Sources of Operating
Income and Expenditure for 01 April 2008
to 31 March 2009
OPERATING INCOME
Subsidies

909 365

Appeals, Donations & Grants

1 193 471

Events, Sales & Street Collections

341 440

Legacies

821 404

Sundry Revenue

22 306

Fees for Services

517 611
3 805 597

TOTAL INCOME
OPERATING EXPENSES PER COST CENTRE
Support Services
- Governance

569 553

- Transformation

243 811

- Other

433 530

Attendant Care Services

1 385 881

Corporate Communications

836 382

Social Work

709 077

Workshops

531 953

Skyward Employment

159 284

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

4 869 471

NET OPERATING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)

(1 063 874)

Income from Investments

(706 580)

NET PROFIT/(LOSS) FOR THE YEAR

(1 770 454)

A complete set of the audited financial statements is obtainable upon request.

Performance over last 6 Years
YEAR

(LOSS)/PROFIT

2004

(288 526)

2005 *

(242 296)

2006 *

(97)

2007 *

499 113

2008 *

(596 437)

2009 *

(1 770 454)

* includes fair value of held for trading investments
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DIRECTOR’S REPORT

CLOUDY WITH BRIGHT
PERIODS
“Weather is a great bluffer. I guess the same is true of our human society -things can look dark, then a break shows in the clouds, and all is changed.”
E. B. White (1899 - 1985).
And so it was this year, the Association’s 75th year in existence. Things looked very dark indeed for
many months due, in the main, to the economic recession gripping the country. The recession had
the dual effects of increasing the demand for our services whilst at the same time eroding and
weakening our donor support base.
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But then came the breaks in the clouds and the shafts of bright sunlight ……..
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The Association was unexpectedly selected as the beneficiary of marketing initiatives by Cell C and
Phumelela Gaming and Leisure Limited, testimony I believe to the increased awareness created by
our public relations strategy introduced in 2004. A challenge for the future will be to build on the
success of this strategy to ensure that we remain front of mind whenever people think of physical
disability.
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Other bright and sunny interludes took the form of:
 The continued growth of our income generating services. Most promising amongst these are:
 The Barrier Breakers project which has now been operating as a Division of the
Association for eighteen months and continues to generate considerable interest and
to show great potential.
 The Lean On Us agency providing basic and specialised home care services at market
related rates.
 The Skyward Employment Placement project for unemployed persons with disabilities.
 A positive response from the National Lottery Distribution Trust Fund to the Association’s 2007
application for funding in the form of a grant for R1, 064, 649. Unfortunately, the grant was not
received in this financial year but will make a very positive impact on our financial situation next
year.
 A new campaign against prejudice and discrimination, the Healing Our Rainbow Nation
campaign, that received the enthusiastic support of Nobel Peace Laureate, Archbishop
Emeritus Desmond Tutu.
 The certification of the Association as 100% Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment
(BBBEE) compliant. As an Exempted Micro Enterprise, our BBBEE status is that of a Level 4
Contributor. Further, as a Value Adding Supplier, our procurement recognition level is 125%
giving organisations a significant extra benefit from procuring services from the Association.
In addition, more than 75% of the Association’s beneficiaries are “black” people as defined in
the BBBEE Act. Thus, companies can count into the Socio-Economic Development component
of their BBBEE scorecard the value of both monetary and non-monetary contributions made to
the Association.
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Notwithstanding all the above sunny periods, one of the brightest and sunniest moments of the year
was the recovery and return to the Executive Committee of our Chairperson, Patrick Mabunda,
after more than seven months in hospital for treatment for a broken leg.
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To Patrick Mabunda, to our active and supportive Treasurer, Gavin Julyan, to the rest of the
volunteers who make up our Executive Committee, to my management team, particularly senior
managers Rachel Legasa and Jeanette Maclean, and to all the Association’s dedicated staff, I say
a heart felt thank you for your efforts and for your contributions during the year.
And, of course, my sincere and grateful thanks go to our many loyal supporters, made up of
individuals and organisations in the private and the public sector, which have helped to break up
the clouds and to brighten what could otherwise have been a very dark year.

W. David Fox
Director
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SOCIAL WORK SERVICES

TO ASSIST OR TO
EMPOWER?
Social Work Services are rendered in City of Johannesburg regions B, E and F
in both the formal and informal settlements. These services continued to be
delivered despite the high staff turnover during the period under review, which saw the acting
social work manager and two social workers resign. New staff members were appointed on 1st
August 2008. Our target group remains primarily persons with physical (and other) disabilities, their
families and support systems. In addition, children, youth, women, the elderly, and those infected
and affected by HIV/AIDS are included in the target group.
Social work services are rendered to capacitate people with the appropriate knowledge to access
the relevant services, and the skills to resolve future problems and achieve their full potential to lead
independent lives. The kinds of problems that were dealt with were:

applications for social grants,

applications for identity documents,

mismanagement and abuse of social grants,

application for assistive devices,

Road Accident Fund claims,

unemployment issues,

placements in workshops,

applications for bursaries,

school placements,

finding residential facilities,

alcohol abuse,

domestic violence,

refugees with disabilities.
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Appropriate referrals are conducted for grant applications, residential facilities, law firms, schools,
physiotherapy, occupational therapy, and any other relevant service providers.

Mmasello Badumedi and clients receiving donations of food parcels from City of Johannesburg

Reducing the levels of poverty by empowering people with disabilities (PwDs) to establish and
maintain income generation projects is always challenging. This can be attributed to the fact that
PwDs are not given a chance in the open labour market and are stigmatised within their own
communities. The high staff turnover at APD can also result in community members losing faith in
their social workers.
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There are five income generation projects presently in Alexandra, Newlands
and Hillbrow. In Alexandra, the bead work, sewing of shoes and finishing of
eye patches projects continue to be productive, while the members are in
the process of getting involved in detergent-making.
The projects inherited by the social auxiliary workers are the Vukuzenzele
garden in Newlands and the bead-making project in Alexandra, both of
which are functioning fairly well. Children with disabilities have started their
own project with the assistance of their teachers at Coronation School. A
community profile and needs assessment were completed at Hillbrow and over 26 awareness
programmes were conducted during the period under review.
The Social Work department staff and some APD clients participated in the International Day of
Persons with Disabilities with the City of Johannesburg and other organisations on the 3rd December
2008 at Newtown.
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An Awareness Day in Alexandra gave the bead working ladies a chance to sell their work

Other programmes were conducted at the Randburg Library and Clinic; and at service provider
meetings in Alexandra and at the Alexandra Disability Movement. Programmes were also run in
other public places within regions B, E and F.
One of the social auxiliary workers was
interviewed on Kwekwezi FM about
disability. Topics which were covered
included:

the different APD services,

the
rights
of
people
with
disabilities,

how to care for people with
disabilities,

HIV/AIDS,

sexual abuse of people with
disabilities, and

social work services for people with
disabilities.
37 group sessions of a workshop
promoting
self
development
for
individuals and supportive services
Clients at Alexandra Workshop engaged in Adult Basic
Educational Training (ABET)
through group work were conducted
from head office and the Alexandra
sub-office in the period under review. Over 70 adult women and men, youth and children, with
physical and intellectual disabilities, benefited from these sessions.
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The workshops focused on self awareness and development,
communication skills, problem solving, assertiveness training, anger
management, decision–making, positive lifestyle, HIV/AIDS and other health
issues, such as stroke awareness. It was felt that the programmes should be
repeated with children and youth who have intellectual disabilities.
To enhance the education and development of social work personnel
(social workers and social auxiliary workers) and to ensure a high standard
of service delivery, the management team of the social work department
provided internal and external training programmes. These were the Group Work programme,
community work projects, APD and disability policies, outcomes based assessor training, and the
child care act. In addition, crime and disability, diversity and chronic illnesses were handled.
Networking is conducted at a local level via Service Provider Forums and Local Forums and with
individual contacts for the purpose of sharing resources, skills and knowledge. The Social Work
Department represents APD at the Provincial Disability Forum hosted by the Department of Social
Development – Provincial office, the Gauteng Welfare Social Services and Development Forum,
Region B Disability Forum and the City of Johannesburg Disability Forum. In Alexandra, the social
auxiliary worker represents APD at the Service Providers’ meetings.

Wheels for Life donated wheelchairs to clients of the Social Work Department, Lynn, Maureen and Jennifer.

Various challenges were experienced, in particular the high staff turnover mentioned earlier as a
result of un-competitive remuneration compared to the packages offered by high-powered NPOs,
government and corporates. The lack of drivers licenses, an essential requirement for the profession,
in newly qualified social workers created problems. A further constraint is the lack of programme
funding for education and awareness as well as group and community projects, combined with a
lack of funding for staff training and capacity building of community based organisations. Materials
and equipment are not available to make group-work programmes fun whilst learning is taking
place. Regional and local government structures fail to capacitate income generation projects.
The high illiteracy rate in the townships and, in informal settlements, apathy towards community
involvement and a dependence on social grants, means that the rate of uptake by the clients is
low. There is a lack of adequate housing and accommodation in general for PwDs and thus any
crisis events are difficult to deal with. Public schools remain largely inaccessible for children with
disabilities.
SPECIAL VOTE OF THANKS
Our social work personnel, who operate at grassroots level and continue to render the much
needed services, are greatly appreciated.
Whenever the Social Auxilliary Workers (SAW)
encountered obstacles they consciously said to themselves, “this is not a problem but a challenge”.
Ms Nokuthula Mahlangu (SAW) helped Ms Diala Manake who has been waiting for her ID for the
past 26 years to get it within 6 months. Ms Johannah Mkhari (SAW) obtained a permanent
residence permit for Ms Helen Lawrence who has been in this country for the past 58 years - also in
six months. Ms Mmasello Badumedi (SAW) has the heaviest case load out of all the staff members
and manages magnificently. Further Tamari Taruvinga (appointed as Social Worker on the 1st
March 2009) has been assisting with the strategic planning and staff development and
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improvement. Mrs Beena Chiba from National Council is thanked for her
outstanding support for the APD Social Work department.

Johannah Mkhari

Tamari Taruvinga

Nokuthula Mahlangu

WHEELCHAIR DONATION FROM BRETT GAGE
Denzil David, a Project Coordinator for Barrier Breakers (BB), needed a new wheelchair and was
struggling to handle his accessibility audits for BB. Through the generosity of Brett Gage, the
Chairman of Clarins, Denzil became the proud owner of a beautiful new chair. The pictures below
capture the moment when Johan Coetzer-Liversage of Mr Wheelchair (www.mrwheelchair.co.za)
personally delivered Denzil’s wheelchair to him. Faith Sibiya, APD Chief Social Worker, facilitated
the donation, and ensured that it all went as Mr Gage had wanted.

Johan Coetzer-Liversage from Mr Wheelchair
personally delivered and assembled the
wheelchair
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Denzil was all smiles.
Thank you Mr Gage and
Mr Wheelchair.

DONORS
A very special thanks to our kind and generous donors, without whom we could not be able to
function, let alone provide the assistance and service that we do.
Gisela Bloom and Brett Gage sponsored wheelchairs for needy clients. Wheelchairs were donated
by Wheel4life, the QuadPara Association and the Alexandra Disability Movement. Adam and
Frances of Sitwell Technologies; and Netcare, assisted with the assessment of clients. The Disability
Movement and the City of Johannesburg have provided continuous support all year to the social
work department of the APD. Hands of Compassion in Riverlea allowed us the use of their premises,
Tswelopele Home for the Physically Disabled provided living space and the Department of
Agriculture (JHB) donated garden tools to the Westbury garden project.
In acknowledging our donors, every effort is made to ensure that their names appear in this report. Any omission is not
deliberate and should this occur accidentally, I sincerely apologise.

Miemie Retsuri
Acting Supervisor – Social Work Services
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ATTENDANT CARE SERVICES

LOYAL AND DEVOTED
CARING IS A CALLING FOR OUR CAREGIVERS
137 clients received the attendant care service in 2008/2009. Thirteen clients
became independent, one moved to a residential home, and thirteen are in the care of family
members. 107 clients were carried over to 2009 all of whom have improved but still need some
assistance. Clients who were assisted were fifty-four stroke cases, eighteen quadriplegics and
paraplegics, seventeen arthritis sufferers, eleven with HIV/AIDS and thirty-seven clients, who were
categorized other. Tembisa provided seventy-five clients and Soweto sixty-two.
During the past year, we have continued to support our clients and their families. The supervisors
visit clients regularly to do evaluations, and clients are happy with the service. Families and clients
have a very good working relationship with caregivers. Currently the Association employs two Social
workers and three Auxiliary Social
workers who provide social services
to our clients as required. A large
number
of
people
became
independent in 2008, which has
made us very happy as we
understand the amount of effort
needed for this to occur. We find
that if family members are working
as a team with our caregivers, the
clients improve faster. Some of our
clients who are newly independent
have been referred to Skyward
Employment to find new jobs while
others who are more incapacitated
are referred to our protective
workshops.
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Since all our clients are from poor
communities,
the
road
to
Benedict Mthombeni before and after rehabilitation with his
independence is not easy for them.
Attendant Caregiver Lucy
Assistive devices such as Hoyer lifts,
transfer boards, etc. are expensive and most of our clients cannot afford to buy them. Some clients
only have bed baths throughout the year as there is no-one to help lift them into and out of a
proper bath. This problem has been referred to the Gauteng provincial offices and hopefully will be
addressed at national level.
Caregivers assist a maximum of six clients per day and can only spend about one to one and a half
hours per day with a client, as per the needs of each client. We are unable to increase the time
spent with each client because that would require us to employ more staff, and this is not possible
due to financial constraints.
This year, The Department of Social Development reduced the financial support for our Tembisa
project from R 355 000 to R 176 400. In addition, the money was only paid over in the 2009/2010
financial year, and this has contributed to increasing the deficit.
We have started the Lean on Us Home Care Agency which provides basic and specialized care to
temporarily and permanently disabled people residing in Johannesburg. We hope with the
development of this new project and our continued fundraising efforts that we will be in a position
to sustain our Attendant Care service in disadvantaged communities. We are only funded by the
Department of Social Development at present.
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We would like to thank all our donors, especially De Beers and Anglo
American, for their continued and wonderful support for this most essential
service, as without them we would not have been able to operate at such
an effective level.
We have 4 caregivers in Soweto and a Supervisor, and 5 caregivers and a
Supervisor in Tembisa. The caregivers experience this work as a calling as it
is emotionally draining but they still have the strength and courage to carry

Simon Nkosi is helped out of bed by his caregiver Gloria and his brother

on. Most of them have
dedicated themselves to
this work for the rest of their
lives and due to this they
really need our support.
God bless all of them for
the wonderful work and
may they continue to work
together as a team.
Unfortunately one of our
most
dedicated
caregivers, Beauty Mokae,
died in March this year.
Some
of
her
clients’
families showed support by
attending
her
funeral.
May her soul rest in peace.
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Tembisa Caregivers: Stellah Madi (Sup.), Elizabeth Mmadi, Lina Makgopa, Gloria Moela, Thabisa
Masiza, Lucy Mekwa.
Soweto Caregivers: Lonia Soafo (Sup.), Tebogo Itumeleng, Grace Ntshinyane, Irene Mboweni.
Thandi Vilakazi
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Johannesburg Attendant Care Service:
Attendant Care services were rendered to sixteen clients in 2008/2009. Out of these sixteen clients,
three became independent and obtained employment in the open labour market, six cancelled
the service, one moved to a residential home, one passed away and only five clients were carried
over to 2009. Four clients were quadriplegics, one a stroke victim, four arthritis sufferers, two patients
with HIV/AIDS, one diabetic, and four were classified as Other.
The challenges for Johannesburg are varied. Most of our clients
have no families, and caregivers have to spend more time with
each client because there is no-one else to assist them. Loneliness is
also an issue in these circumstances with the caregiver frequently
being the only person visiting in a day. Bathing some of the clients is
a problem because the caregiver cannot lift them into the bath
alone and therefore the client can only have bed baths throughout
the year. In addition, it is convenient for caregivers to use taxis to
travel around Johannesburg but it is expensive. We will have to
increase the service fee for our clients to take into account the
travel costs.
There are two caregivers, Zandile Nkolongwane and Henrietta
Kaunda, and one supervisor, Zanele Mashaba. We would like to
Zanele Mashaba
thank APD management team and all staff members for their
support for this programme, without team work we would not be able to produce positive results.

Rachel Legasa
Manager: Attendant Care Services and Lean On Us
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DAVEYTON ASSESSMENT &
MOTIVATION CENTRE

STRONG TEAMWORK
BRINGS SUCCESS
The objectives of the Daveyton Assessment and Motivation Centre are to conduct a
comprehensive assessment on each child referred for therapy and to develop an individual
physiotherapy regime to maximize their physical development. Further, it is important to provide
the child with the opportunity to learn and develop in a safe caring environment designed to help
his/her mental, physical, recreational, educational, social and emotional growth. An effort is made
to train and provide support to the parents of the beneficiaries so as to enable them to care
effectively for their children at home.
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The Daveyton Assessment and Motivation Centre provided services to twenty-eight children in
2008/2009. Ten were females and eighteen were males, of which two suffered from hydrocephaly
and nine from microcephaly, three were epileptic and fourteen had cerebral palsy.

Mother’s play with their children and learn the necessary skills to adequately care for them

In a clear indication of progress, some of the children were admitted in local schools in 2009. Most
of the children have improved a great deal. Some of them could not sit, crawl, stand and play
when they first came to the centre and now they are able to do so.
A challenge that we are experiencing is the large number of illegal immigrants from Zimbabwe who
are coming to the Centre, and whose children do not have the required documents to apply for
disability grants. These parents also find it difficult to bring the children to the Centre regularly
because they do not have money for transport most of the time, and therefore the children do not
get therapy regularly and this delays the progress that the children can potentially make.
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We have referred the children to the Social Workers in the area to attempt
to assist them but the process is very slow. We have been unable to secure
funds from the private sector and the relevant Government Departments,
and therefore the programme is running at a loss. At present we do not
have enough income to
continue running the Centre
and paying employees for
their work.
We achieved the financial support needed for one
quarter from Gisela Bloom in 2008/09, but
unfortunately she was not able to continue with the
support for longer. We would like to thank her for her
support as it made a great deal of difference to the
Centre for that period.

Mothers learn how to cope with the varied
problems of disability

The Department of Health has provided the Centre
with a physiotherapist, occupational therapist and
speech therapist to give specialist care to the
children. This broadened the potential care that the
children could get to far more than the caregivers
were able to provide. The therapists came to the
Centre once a week to do therapy with the parents
and the assistant therapists. The therapists are obliged
by the government to do one year of service to the
community before graduation and find it well worth
their while to spend time at Daveyton.

We would like to thank Mrs. Thompson for her wonderful support for the children of the Centre. She
has been throwing a Christmas party for the largely destitute children during the December holiday
period for the past two years much to the joy and excitement of the little ones.

Physiotherapists lend a hand, to show the children and parents, how to keep small limbs mobile

I would also like to thank APD management for the support they have given us and for their willing
assistance with any problems that have arisen throughout the year.

Khosi Pasiya
Centre Supervisor
15
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PROTECTIVE WORKSHOPS
AND TRANSFORMATION

WORKING IN TANDEM TO
REALISE A DREAM:
SOWETO PROTECTIVE WORKSHOP
High workload and personal commitments resulted in the collapse of the committee, which took
over the operation of the Soweto Protective Workshop in 2006. However, a new committee was
elected in the final quarter of the year from family members and volunteers and it will start taking
responsibility for the workshop from April 2009. Two clients from the workshop have been chosen to
represent the beneficiaries on the committee. A Centre Manager, Mr Lawrence Masera, will be
appointed from April 2009 to manage the daily activities of the workshop and to support and guide
the new committee.
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The workshop currently has two programmes in operation. The first is a recycling project where the
clients break up hangars and separate the plastic and wire from each other for Hangar Man. This is
slow and painstaking work, and is unfortunately not very well-paid. The second project is a knitting
and carpet weaving project, which was started this year. Two clients have been involved due to
prior knowledge of weaving and they will impart their skills to the other clients as time goes on.
The bakery is not in use as the cost of electricity has made the project untenable. Negotiations are
taking place with Eskom to reduce the outstanding bills. Once this is done, there are plans to lease
the bakery to the community or to find a business development partner to assist with the running
costs.
Now that the new committee has been elected,
they will find ways of getting new income
generation projects and contract work that the
clients will enjoy.
A workshop for making
handmade Christmas cards has taken place and
this work will continue when materials have been
collected for the clients to use. Clients who attend
the Centre will be interviewed to ascertain where
their interests and skills lie and to try and build on
these to create sustainable projects into the
future.
In addition, on the initiative of one of the clients
Amos Mathunjwa and a volunteer from the
Volunteer and Amos Mathunjwa
community, work has begun on re-developing a
vegetable garden. Five members of the surrounding community were working in an existing
vegetable patch but have withdrawn their support as they were paid in kind and the vegetables
that do grow do not taste nice due to poor soil and lack of fertiliser. It has been suggested that the
Department of Agriculture be approached for seeds and technical assistance to develop a permaculture vegetable garden this year. However, the workshop is not secure, particularly at night, and
there is a risk of losing produce to thieves if the garden is too successful. Security measures will have
to be reviewed and possibly increased to prevent loss once the projects run by the Soweto
Workshop become successful.
Finally, the property as a whole has a rather dilapidated and neglected air. Small repairs and a
coat of paint are necessary to give the building a more welcoming feel. The garden is also in disrepair and could benefit from the input of time and energy on the part of volunteers to clear weeds
and plant new plants.

Lawrence Masera
Masera
Centre Manager
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PROTECTIVE WORKSHOPS
AND TRANSFORMATION

PROGRESS THANKS TO
COMMITTED VOLUNTEERS
Excellent progress was made with the initiative to develop and capacitate community-based
organisations to take responsibility for the governance of the services that have to date been
rendered by the Association in their communities. Ithuseng (Tembisa) and St Raphael (Eldorado
Park) Protective Workshops now have governing bodies made up of representatives from the local
communities. Ithuseng has been established as a voluntary association and St Raphael as a Trust.
Both organisations have registered in terms of the Nonprofit Organisations Act, 1997.
As is usually the case, the governing
bodies are composed entirely of
volunteers. The workload associated
with overseeing the operations of a
non-profit organisation is onerous
and includes the work historically
undertaken by the staff of the
Association. Whilst the Association
continues to provide guidance and
support wherever it can, the
volunteers involved in the governing
bodies will need the assistance of
capable, permanent staff if their
new organisations are to prosper
and grow.
Ithuseng Thembisa Awards

Both governing bodies submitted
their own business plans to the Department of Social Development (DOSD) for the 2009/2010
financial year. Included in the budgets was provision for the employment of Project Co-ordinators
to provide the required level of support to the governing boards. Given that empowering
communities to self-determination remains a government imperative, it is to be hoped that the
DOSD will agree to fund this expenditure.
Sadly, high workload and alternative commitments resulted in the collapse of the governing body
elected to take over the operation of the Soweto Protective Workshop. However, new elections
were held towards the end of the year and another board has been formed, which I am certain
will, with the Association’s assistance, take the workshop to independence in the coming year.
Discussions were concluded with the governing body of the Coronationville Care Centre and
Workshops (CCCW) regarding the absorption by the CCCW of the Association’s clients at the
neighbouring Westbury workshop, and the Westbury Workshop was closed on 30 June 2008. The
amalgamation of the two workshops will address the current duplication of services in the area and
will strengthen local involvement in the provision of services to persons with disabilities from the
Westbury, Coronationville and surrounding communities.
In conclusion, I extend my thanks to all of those involved in the protective workshop programmes
and the transformation process. Special thanks go to the members of the transformation task team,
Rachel Legasa and Lawrence Masera, for their commitment and their hard work, often outside of
normal working hours. My grateful thanks go also to the volunteers on the governing boards for their
passion and determination to make a difference in the lives of people with disabilities.

W. David Fox
Chairperson: Transformation Task Team
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OPERATION MOBILITY

MORE ADVERTISING
ADVERTISING
NEEDED
Operation Mobility’s primary objective is the provision of assistive
devices, mainly in the form of wheelchairs, to persons whose
mobility is impaired, temporarily or permanently, through disability
or age. Operation Mobility offers services such as the repair of
wheelchairs and the sale of refurbished wheelchairs. Wheelchairs
are also rented out to individuals who are recovering from illness,
operations or accidents and need a wheelchair for a relatively
short period of time until they recover. Wheelchairs are also
rented out to retailers with very large stores for customers who are
old, pregnant or have a disability that makes walking long
distances difficult. An ancillary objective is assessments for beach access permits for persons with
severe, permanent mobility impairments.
The vision of Operation Mobility, as the provider of a steady and meaningful source of revenue
through the provision of a one-stop wheelchair rental service to retailers and corporates, remains
elusive. Notwithstanding an aggressive sales campaign in this respect, all of our thirty-one rental for
weekly or monthly use have been to customers who were renting as individuals. Repairs were also
carried out to four wheelchairs. The cost of repairs is an hourly rate excluding any spares needed.
Only manual wheelchairs can be repaired in the workshop, as motorized wheelchairs require
expertise which the workshop cannot offer.
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Members of the Masizakhe Group take a break from repairing and refurbishing wheelchairs

There is no independence without mobility and the Association remains determined that Operation
Mobility should continue to offer a range of affordable services that will enable the disabled, injured
or frail to achieve their maximum level of independence.
I am sad to report that our wheelchair mechanic, Kenneth Mntonga, died suddenly on 18 August
2008. My thanks go to the Masizakhe Group at the Soweto Protective Association, which is a former
project of the Association, to whom the wheelchair repairs were subsequently outsourced.
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My sincere thanks also go to all those involved in the project, particularly Agnes Davids for her
enthusiastic and determined sales efforts. Hopefully, the advertising initiatives planned for the
coming year will make her job easier and more rewarding!

W. David Fox
Director
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SKYWARD EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
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THE KEY TO INDEPENDENCE
IS EMPLOYMENT
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Employment is the key to self-esteem and independence for people with
disabilities (PwDs). The vision of the Association is to help PwDs to achieve their independence and
integration into the community. It is therefore vital that the organisation provides a means for PwDs
to interact with as wide a spread of employment opportunities as possible. This is the aim of
Skyward Employment.
The Skyward Employment project has been in existence since 1991 and bases its recruitment
process on specialist knowledge and understanding of the issues confronting people with
disabilities. While a database of potential employees with disabilities is maintained and has grown
a great deal in the last year, the other services, which are either offered directly by Skyward, or are
facilitated by it through Barrier Breakers, are as essential. In short, workshops on disability awareness
in the workplace, audits of the accessibility of the relevant workplace/area, and support services
after placement are just some of the services offered to employers. The disabled work seeker is
offered work readiness training, assistance with the preparation of CVs, training in successful
interview techniques and support once placed in a job. Learnerships are another area in which
Skyward has been active and are a valuable way for employees with disabilities to get started in a
new profession.
A total of forty-six candidates were placed in positions, of which ten were placed in permanent
positions in the fields of Administration Clerks (5), Receptionists (4) and a CCTV operator (1). Four
candidates were placed in a year’s contract as end-computer users, and four in temporary work
positions in reception and call centre work. Twenty-eight candidates were placed in learnerships,
namely welding (2), call centres (2), administration (2), sales and merchandise (12), insurance (2),
tracker (2) and chef (6). All candidates were previously disadvantaged, and twenty-nine were
female, and seventeen, male.
Events attended in the past year include the Human Resources Expo, which focused on informing
companies directly about the disabled employment market; an ABSA Head Office event sensitising
staff to people with disabilities and a Multichoice Awareness Event addressing reasonable
accommodation for PwDs. The Star Workplace Exhibition held on 21 and 22 March was a great
success. Companies are crying out for staff members with disabilities. There was a great deal of
interest from PwDs who were looking for work as well as from employers.
A relationship with Disabled People South Africa (DPSA) has developed into an effective placement
partnership. CVs have also been collected as per a written agreement with the Department of
Labour. Umsobovu entered into an arrangement whereby Skyward receives CVs from their
members and assists with identifying employment and learnership opportunities. Working with
recruitment agencies remains challenging as they focus on client needs and client instructions are
often very specific and inflexible, e.g., they will specifically request a female wheelchair user and
not just any wheelchair user. It is easier to work from a job specification ourselves when it comes to
putting the needs of the PwDs first.
A major challenge remains the over-sensitivity towards disability in many corporate environments.
Companies are still not comfortable in opening up opportunities to people with disabilities and
greater awareness of the abilities of persons with disabilities is needed. However, Skyward has
planned to place 55 people in the next financial year and is confident that this is achievable.
A big thank you goes to my family and my Director for supporting me in taking on and making a
success of this challenge. I would like to continue working with PwDs for the next ten years, making
a difference in their lives.

Sizakele Khumalo
Manager – Skyward Employment
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A total of forty-six candidates
were placed in positions, of
which ten were permanent
as Administration Clerks (5),
Receptionists (4) and a CCTV
operator (1). Four
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work. Twenty-eight
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(2), tracker (2) and chef (6).

CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS

THE YEAR THAT ENDED ON
ON
A HIGH NOTE
The Healing Our Rainbow Nation (HORN) Campaign was the
main focus for the Public Relations department for the year
ending 2009. First visible at the Disabled People of South
Africa (DPSA) march in Germiston where the posters were
used to promote awareness of the repeated failure of
Government to effectively implement policies aimed at
integration, creating equal opportunities and participation
for all disabled men, women, youth and children. The march
hoped to expedite service delivery to the Disability Sector
and strengthen relationships with the government whose
role is essential to the improvement in the quality of life for all
disabled people in Gauteng. The DPSA branded the ‘stop
sign’ banner Against Prejudice and Discrimination with their
logo. Gina Khoza (Barrier Breakers) and Desiree Muller (APD
Greater Johannesburg) took part in the march as organizers
of the HORN Campaign.
From the outset the
DPSA March in Germiston
campaign
had
the
support in principle of the South African Human Rights
Commission, which acknowledged the good work that the
Campaign can do. The Media Launch for the campaign took
place when well-known South African icon of peace and
reconciliation, Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu, became the
first signatory of the pledge Against Prejudice & Discrimination,
which is the focal point of the HORN Campaign, on 2 October
2008.
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The campaign gained momentum when disabled Icon Natalie
du Toit agreed to throw her weight behind the HORN Campaign
and signed the pledge in conjunction with fellow paralympian
Adri Visser and radio broadcaster Doug Andersen. Other media
representatives present who also signed were Lelo Mzaca (Talk
Radio 702), Taurai Maduna (Talk Radio 702), Aleisha Tissen (The
Citizen), Neil McCarthy (The Citizen), Cyril Lehong (Germiston
Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu
City News), Joey Reeby (Evoke Magazine), Aldi Schoeman
(Beeld) and Pearl Magubane (SABC Radio News). Rolling
Inspiration Sub-editor Heather Pansegrouw supported the campaign by publishing an article
appeared in the Rolling Inspiration magazine. A further article appeared in March 2009 in the
EVOKE publication, which focuses on NGOs and
volunteering.
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Another media event brought Helen Zille, Patrick
Lorimer and members of the DA caucus for
Gauteng, together to sign the HORN campaign
with Tadgh Slattery representing the disabled
community. This was followed by a media event
with Patricia De Lille and QASA’s Ari Seirlis, who
had just taken up a position as an IDP councilor,
and was intending to stand on a disability ticket
for parliament.
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Adri Visser, Natalie du Toit, Doug Anderson

Although over 7 000 pledges have been sold to date, the HORN campaign
has struggled in recent weeks to find a media partner and to build on the
SA Human Rights Commission endorsement. A decision was taken to scale
back on the marketing of the campaign until the targeted decision-makers
in various sectors of society have been contacted and given their support
to the campaign. Total publicity achieved during the campaign to date
has been estimated at a reach in excess of 15 million people at a value of
some R 706 700.

Tadgh Slattery and Helen Zille
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Patricia de Lille and Ari Seirlis

The ICASA workshop in May 2008 celebrated World Telecommunications and Information Day and
APD was promoted by the PR department. In June 2008 the Cell C/Car Torque event organized
Irene Peta, a client of Johannah Mkhari (APD Social Auxiliary Worker) to participate in Car Torque
Take a Girl Child to Work Day. This was shown on SABC TV 3 on a Sunday and is estimated that it
reached 500, 000 viewers at an average spend of R 60 000. The Cell C Take A Girl Child to Work Day
brought two girls from the HOPE School in Westcliff to the APD. Bianca Vermaak spent time in the
Corporate Communications Department and Mokgadi Maponya in the Social Work Department.
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The Markex exhibition was attended in June 2008, and APD and Barrier Breakers (BB) were
promoted by PR and Sales Staff. APD products were sold and 500 brochures distributed. 200 HORN
brochures were distributed. A total of 11, 007 people visited the exhibition over 3 days.
In July 2008, 22 APD/BB walkers with HORN branding on their T-Shirts joined 52 000 walkers for the
Discovery 702 Walk the Talk event. At the ABSA Casual Day exhibition in September 2008, APD was
represented by PR and Skyward staff and exhibited alongside BB. There are almost 6 000
employees in the ABSA towers and 200 brochures were handed out and some APD products were
sold. Also in September 2008, ACSA Disability Exhibition had over 2 000 visitors and a total of 1 500
brochures were handed out. 500 APD and 200 HORN brochures were distributed.
Casual Day took place on Friday 5 September 2008. 705 invitations were sent out to companies
and individuals to participate. The APD Casual Day Team worked on the project with great
enthusiasm. The demand for stickers was so high most of the staff had to be roped in to get the
stickers delivered to participating companies on time. The theme “WAKE UP” really had the staff
wide awake and full of energy, in order to please our clients. More than 13 000 stickers were
distributed, and many new clients were encouraged to support the project. Surprisingly, many had
not heard of Casual Day, which leads to the realization that we have far greater fund-raising and
awareness opportunities for people with disabilities than we realize.
The Dragon Rabbit Enterprises event in October 2008 brought in 10% of the VIP tickets sold which
amounted to income of R 1 000. Cell C Create Me Campaign running from October to November
2008 generated a total income of R 380 000. There was exposure for the APD on the Cell C website
and to mobile phone users. Payment was received only recently from Cell C due to administrative
issues on their side. Other events of importance for the APD were the 16 Days of Activism hosted by
the South African Reserve Bank at which the HORN campaign and the APD were promoted with
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200 APD brochures and 200 HORN leaflets distributed. A show was done for
the Drawing the Line TV Debate and was broadcasted in March 2008.
The APD is listed on a number of directories and websites as can be seen in
the table below.
In addition the Norman Nel books are listed on
Johannesburg.gumtree.co.za and www.adsbb.co.za.
At a time when budgets are being examined in minute detail due to the
current economic recession, the APD offers affordable advertising in our
Trade Directory on our website. The Trade Directory is an initiative to generate funds for the various
services that we provide to persons with disabilities in Greater Johannesburg and surrounds. Agnes
Directories

Websites

www.mybusinesslinks.net

www.napsa.org.za

www.biz4all.co.za

www.charitysa.co.za

www.oxaty.com

www.wiserearth.org

www.uxji.com

www.idealist.org

www.szigg.com

www.pfizer.co.za

www.saindit.co.za

www.GreaterGoodSA.co.za

www.prodder.org.za

www.guidestar.org.za
www.kabissa.org

Davids, Supervisor: Marketing and Sales, continues to achieve good results in this area. The Trade
Directory has undergone a revamp to make it easier to use and will be highlighted on the home
page of the website in future.
Excellent Christmas card sales were achieved in Sandton, Bedfordview and Johannesburg at the
Club 34 event. Corporate Communications promoted Christmas cards while working alongside
Social Work staff for Disability Day. Plans are under consideration to get homemade cards made
by the beneficiaries who attend the Soweto Protective Workshop and to start selling Christmas
Cards earlier in the calendar year during 2009.
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The Easter Stamps and tin collections continue apace with a dedicated group of volunteers
managed by Sophie Baloyi achieving a slow but steady stream of income into the organization.
With regard to the Easter Stamp campaign,
Sophie had a very good idea and has been
achieving record sales by approaching
schools directly just before the holidays! The
children are not allowed to wear the body
stamps which are part of the campaign
during school time, which has always
hampered sales.
Finally, the wire
wheelchairs and Norman Nel’s joke book
are moving very slowly mostly at events or
exhibitions.
A donation of R70, 000 was gratefully
received from Phumelela Gaming and
Leisure Limited when the Association was
chosen as a beneficiary of the 2008 Charity
Mile. Its horse, drawn by personalities Oscar
Pistorius and Liezel van der Westhuizen,
crossed the line second out of sixteen
runners. Bless you Liezel, Oscar and
Phumelela!!
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Chairperson, Patrick Mabunda, with the cheque for the
second placed horse at the 2008 Charity Mile

All Media Monitoring Figures are supplied by Newsclip unless otherwise stated.

Desiree Muller and Hilary Stoddart
Public Relations Officer
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CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS

Call Back the Past
Although the birth of the present-day Association for the Physically Disabled
– Greater Johannesburg took place in 1934, the first seeds were planted by
the Hope Convalescent Home Committee in the late 1920’s.
As the Home could not care for boys older than 14 and girls older than 12 at the time, the
Committee recommended to the founders and trustees of the Home (Schumacher Trust) that a
portion of their grounds be granted as a site for a new training home to accommodate the older
children.
Shortly afterwards, the Home agreed to a request by the
various health authorities to admit children who were
either disabled, or suffering from chronic heart diseases,
for continued treatment once they had been
discharged from hospital, and in 1930 a special ward,
The Irene Kanthac Ward, was established for this
purpose.

The Greatly Caring:
Caring:
those who had
had
conceived of the idea
of a happier future
for the disabled

By 1934 the growing awareness of the plight of people
with disabilities, fanned by the Johannesburg branch of the National Council for Women of South
Africa (NCWSA), culminated in a public meeting on this topic convened by the wife of the then
Mayor of Johannesburg, Mr D Penry Roberts.
Those present agreed on the importance of establishing a training home for physically disabled
children and elected a committee – The Crippled Children’s Training Home Fund – whom they
tasked with the responsibility to raise the funds required to build such a home. Six months later most
of the money needed for the proposed Hope Training Home had been secured.

Some of the pioneers who set the wheels in motion (from left to right): Mr R Balderson Sinclair (Treasurer), Mr James
Davidson, Mrs Armour Hall (Executive Committee), Dr L van Schalkwyk (Organising Inspector of the Union
Department of Education), Mrs D Penry Roberts (who convened the meeting), Dr FP Fouche (Orthopaedic Surgeon
at the Johannesburg General Hospital), Mr Justice Feetham (Executive Committee), Dr FR Martin (Medical Officer
of the Hope Convalescent Home for Children) and Mr D Penry Roberts (Mayor of Johannesburg).

Aware of the need and encouraged by the level of support for the cause of the physically
disabled, the committee formed the Cripples’ Care Association of the Transvaal on 10 December
1934.
The first highlight for the newly-formed association came just a few days later (21 December) when
the Countess of Clarendon laid the foundation stone of the training home and delivered a speech
in which she described as The Greatly Caring, those who had conceived of the idea of a happier
future for the disabled. “This undertaking is a tribute to the growth of the public conscience,” she
said.
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It took two years to construct the Hope Training Home on one of the slopes
in Johannesburg’s beautiful suburb of Westcliff. There were thus twin
institutions – the Hope Convalescent Home and the Hope Training Home –
established on adjoining sites, working in close alliance, but with separate
organisations and separate funds.
During the official opening ceremony of the Hope Training Home on 9
September 1936, the THE EARL OF CLARENDON paid tribute to all those who
had been involved in the process: “Those who pass through this institution
will bless not only the many donors who have so kindly contributed, but also the Colonel and Mrs
Fennell who donated the site.”
The work of the committee did not end with this function. Once they had ensured that the Home
had been properly staffed and equipped, and the first intake of suitable children selected, they
generously
volunteered
their time to ensure the
smooth running of not only
the Home, but also the
Association.
At the time, the committee
consisted of a veritable
who’s who of
Johannesburg - including
the
mayoral
couple,
mining magnets and high
ranking military officials,
and respect for the work
being
done
by
the
Association
grew
continuously. Lady Duncan
possibly articulated this
best when she said: “South
Africa is the richer for an
institution of this kind.”

The first staff members and children of Hope Training Home, which officially
opened on 9 September 1936 on land donated to the Association by the
Colonel and Mrs Fennell.

Much had indeed been done for people with physical disabilities. Presiding at an early Annual
General Meeting of the Cripples’ Care Association, Mr Justice Feetham, the Association’s first
President said: “One of our objectives is to devise and promote schemes for the education, training,
employment and general welfare of cripples.”
Through the years the wording has changed, but
the essence remains the same. In 2009, our Mission
Statement is: To be totally committed to working in
partnership with people who have physical
disabilities, and their families, in order to promote
their integration into society, and to enable them
to achieve their full potential.
By 1939 branches were operating all over the
country. The need to coordinate the various efforts
culminated in a decision to establish a national
body (National Council for the Care of Cripples in
South Africa) during a conference in Bloemfontein.

To be totally committed
committed
to working in
partnership with people
who have physical
disabilities, and their
families, in order to
promote their
integration into society,
and to enable them to
achieve their full
potential.

Ten years later, the Transvaal branch had touched
the lives of thousands of South Africans. “This is a story of brave people in Johannesburg. It has no
trimmings, no spectacular setting, but drama and courage and heartbreak and happiness are of its
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very essence”, read the
introduction of an article
published in a 1949 edition of
The Rand Daily Mail which
highlighted the difficulties and
success
stories
of
the
Association.
It is good,” continued the
article, “to think of David, a non-European with one
leg, who was determined to earn his own living doing
hairdressing. In a letter to the Association, a
clergyman interested in the man wrote: ‘If you could
provide David with a pair of electric hair clippers, he
believes his business would improve considerably.’
David’s belief was well based; with the electric
clippers provided by the Association he is now
conducting a thriving business.”

Mr Richard Feetham, President of the
Association from 1934 until his death in 1965

The Association has indeed always been blessed with
The Greatly Caring who have passionately pursued
the essence of the mission statement of the
Association for the past seven decades – to improve
the quality of life of all people with physical disabilities.

The pursuit of this goal often called for strong and brave leadership. In the midst of Apartheid, when
there was no organised care for disabled people of
colour, the Association established a Non-European
“He was a truly
branch in Soweto. This branch operated from an eight
devoted
individual,”
individual,”
acre stand in Orlando West which had been donated
says
Primrose
du
to the Association by the Johannesburg City Council
for the purpose of constructing an adult after-care
Plessis of Mr Merkin
home and orthopaedic centre.
The Association can rightfully claim that it has always
been at the forefront of positive change for people
with disabilities. Mr JC Merkin, Chairman of the Cripples’
Care Association of the Transvaal from 1942 to 1970,
greatly influenced the establishment and development
of the network of orthopaedic treatment facilities and
disability care services that exist in South Africa today.
And his devotion did not stop at the South African
borders. As a Vice Chairman of the National Council for
the Care of Cripples in South Africa he often
represented South Africa at world congresses of the
International Society for the Welfare of the Disabled
and served on various of this Society’s committees
between 1950 and 1970.
“He was a truly devoted individual,” says Primrose du
Plessis – quite a compliment from a remarkable and
devoted lady who has served the cause of people with
physical disabilities as a member of the Association’s
Executive Committee for the past 60 years. “He did so
much for people with disabilities… It is only fitting that
the JC Merkin School for Children with Physical
Disabilities in Soweto was named in his honour,” she
says.
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Mr JC Merkin (left) and Sir Kenneth Coles,
then President of the International Society for
the Welfare of the Disabled, at a World
Congress in New York

There have, however, been many unsung heroes who have contributed to
the success of the Association over the past seventy-five years. People like
Primrose who for many years was a very active member of the Golden Link
Support Group and who, though in her ninth decade, is still an involved
member of the Executive Committee.
As a young woman, Primrose managed to get a building donated to the
Association. “It happened many
years ago when I was employed as a Community Worker
“Everyone would
with the City Council. Community Workers,” she laughingly
get stuck in if
recalls, “were expected to do anything under the sun. I
something had to be was therefore always on the move and in a good position
done; and they were to identify areas of need.”

all volunteers!”

Primrose, however, has never just identified areas of need;
she has always tried to meet them – including the one for
a workshop in Orlando, Soweto. “I had a very good working relationship with my boss at the City
Council and that enabled me to twist his arm to
donate a building to the community which was
developed into a workshop for people with
disabilities.”
Asked what she remembers most about the early years
of the Association, Primrose immediately responded
with the spirit of co-operation. “Everyone would get
stuck in if something had to be done; and they were
all volunteers!”
She fondly recalls how easy it was to get volunteers to
assist with fundraising projects. “I suppose it was a little
easier in those days, as many ladies weren’t working,
and were willing to volunteer their time to support a
good cause. Nowadays it’s a different story; today’s
fundraisers struggle to get people to help.”
How right she is. Today one can only dream of a time
when VIP’s like Mrs Issie Smuts (wife of then Prime
Minister Jan Smuts) was a regular supporter of
fundraising auctions/craft sales, and when the crème
de la crème of Johannesburg society ladies would
flock to a charity bridge afternoon!
No money – no organisation. This is as true today as it
was 75 years ago. And, generally, what worked as a
fundraising campaign decades ago seldom works in
our modern society. However, the Easter Stamp Fund
campaign is one exception to the rule.
The brainchild of a young Girl Guide of the Hope
Three of the girls who boosted the original
Training Home, the Easter Stamp Fund campaign was
sale of Easter Stamps
launched nearly 65 years ago as a national project to
raise funds for the National Council for the Care of Cripples in South Africa and its affiliates. The first
stamp was sold to the then Mayor of Johannesburg, Mr Immink, on 19 March 1945. Only very
recently has our National Council been compelled to review the campaign’s relevance given the
changes in how people correspond in this more technically advanced age.
Two well-known long-standing local projects of the Association are the Annual Golf Day, (when it
started 24 years ago Mrs Gary Player was very actively involved), and the Christmas Card
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Campaign (the income
from which is unfortunately
shrinking as the use of the
e-mail and SMS form of
greeting grows).
ADAPT OR DIE
The milieu in which the
Association operates has altered dramatically
over the past 75 years. Not only has the country
transformed - from a Union to a Republic and
finally to Independence, but so also have the
people and their life styles. It is indeed a feather in
the cap of all of those involved with the
Association that it has been able to survive.

A Newspaper Advertisement calling for
Donations and Volunteers,
which appeared in 1945

The post-Apartheid era in particular has brought
with it a number of significant challenges,
challenges such as the convergence of giving
away from disability to more “fashionable” topics
like HIV/Aids, education, small business promotion
and green issues; the demise of volunteerism; and
the critical national shortage of social work staff.
However,
this
period
has
also
brought
opportunities.
A disabled-friendly
legislative
framework, including legislation on employment
equity and black economic empowerment, has
enabled the Association to explore and develop a
number of business initiatives that will, over time,
reduce its dependence on government subsidies
and grants and improve its ability to sustain itself.

This same era has seen the election of the Association’s first Chairperson and President of colour, in
2005 and 2006 respectively. And we look forward to 2010 when a person of colour will be
appointed for the first time as the Director of the organisation.
Through the years the Association has changed its name, its structure, its methods and some of its
services, but its relevancy to the people whom it serves is still as significant as it was 75 years ago.
Says Council member Olga Hochstadter, who can bear witness to the changes that have taken
place within the Association during the past 55 years: “The work must continue! The need for what
we do is still there. I know that it has taken on a more challenging dynamic than before, but we
must learn from the changing world around us so that we can ensure that our services remain
relevant. That’s primary - our services.”
And, after seventy-five years of devoted
service, the APD can proudly look back on
a history enriched with drama, passion,
unconditional love and compassion - an
infinite source of inspiration from which
future generations can draw.
This year, 2009, we salute all the great men
and women who have gone before us;
fully aware of the massive responsibilities
that rest on our shoulders if we too one
day want to be referred to as The Greatly
Caring…

“The work must continue!
The need for what we do is
still there.
there. I know it has
taken on a more
challenging dynamic
dynamic than
before, but we must learn
from the changing world
around us so that we can
ensure that our services
remain relevant.”
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BARRIER BREAKERS

IT WAS THE BEST OF
TIMES;
TIMES; IT WAS ………
Mr Dickens said it best: It was the best of times; it was the worst of times… Best because BB was
blessed and made a financial contribution of just under R430 000 to the APD; worst because the
world-wide economic downturn did not spare the fledgling company towards the end of the year,
causing it to end in the red. With a month to go (end February) BB could have gone either way;
either showing a deficit of R129k, or a surplus of R340k.
Unfortunately, the clients who could have
tipped the scale in our favour felt the
financial pinch and budgets for nonessential services quickly got either
trimmed, or cut completely. This obviously
does not auger well for any business
venture – especially a new one – as far as
the year ahead is concerned. It is
generally accepted that it takes a new
business around five years (under normal
business conditions) to establish itself; BB
has been going for only 18 months – 6 of
which have been during an economic
slow-down and now it faces a year during
which many economists predict business
will have to survive a full-on recession!

BARRIER BREAKERS

VALUE OF CONTRIBUTIONS
01.04.08 - 31.03.09
500000
450000
400000
350000
300000
250000
200000
150000
100000
50000
0
CASH

GOODS

SAVINGS

TOTAL

So, does BB have a future? The short answer is “yes”, but it is up to the Executive Committee of the
APD – do they see the potential and are they willing to make the necessary financial investments in
the division to carry it through the economic storm?

Wilhelmina Hoskins Primary School learners (left) and educators (right) participating in the ACSA-sponsored
sensitisation session.

YEAR OF ENLIGHTENMENT
What has become patently obvious since BB’s inception, is the tremendous demand that exists out
there for the services that it is providing – be it as a result of Employment Equity or BBBEE Scorecards
or just because clients feel it’s the right thing to do. And the ultimate winners are people with
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disabilities… For the first time ever they have become very sought-after
commodities, and entities such as BB have become very important roleplayers in the supply and demand chain.
But this opportunity has not gone unnoticed. Our BB concept, which was
formulated in 2002, has become a very popular bandwagon for established
private sector placement agencies, HR consultants, etc. The trick, obviously,
is how to stay ahead of the pack.
During the past year I could often relate to the funny poster which features an orangutan and the
statement: Just when we thought we had all the answers, they changed all the questions. To meet
the demands of our clients, BB is involved in a continuous process of product research and
development. This has not only resulted in us providing a large array of services nationally, but also
in us drawing from a comprehensive pool of service providers which extend far beyond the mobility
impairment sector.
OUR BARRIER BREAKERS
The most important result of this, is that we’ve managed to secure business from some impressive
clients such as: ABSA, ACSA, Anglo Gold Ashanti, Anglo Platinum, ARWYP Clinic, CSIR, De Beers,
Johannesburg Fresh Produce Market, the JSE, Momentum, MultiChoice, MTN, Rand Water, SABC,
Standard Bank, Sun International, University of Johannesburg, Virgin Money and Wits University.
We thank them for their support but, more importantly, we laud them for their efforts to facilitate
people with disabilities, both as employees and as clients. And then there are those companies
who are concerned about the welfare of people with disabilities in a much broader context;
notably the Airports Company of South Africa (ACSA).

Muzikayise (Muzi) Pooe sings

Moments from Momentum’s Awareness Event:
A disability of a different kind
Erhard Pieterse (Barrier Breakers)
assisted with the wheelchair races.

ACSA is well known for the financial support it gives to the disability sector (e.g. wheelchair tennis,
community outreach programmes and wheelchair donations to schools). And now BB has also
become one of its very grateful beneficiaries. ACSA funding has enabled us to launch a
comprehensive disability sensitisation and awareness project for several Gauteng-based schools
(pre-primary, primary and high schools) which are in close proximity to schools for children with
disabilities.
The comments above speak for themselves. None of BB’s success would, however, have been
possible without the wonderful efforts of BB’s Marketing Executive, Gina Khoza. Thank you very
much, Gina, for all your hard work.
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I am also extremely grateful to the Executive Committee of the APD and
BB’s Steering Committee for their support during the past year. Without them
there would not have been a BB at all!
HORN CAMPAIGN
In October Barrier Breakers and the APD launched the Healing Our Rainbow
Nation Campaign which has enjoyed publicity to the value of millions of
rands and reached millions of people. A very big thank you to Desiree

The BB Mascot has a new friend! Others try their hand at popping a balloon for a small prize

Muller (PRO for the APD) for her devotion and the major role she has played in ensuring the success
of the campaign thus far. (A comprehensive report appears elsewhere in this Report on Activities.)
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THE WAY FORWARD
If given the green light by APD’s Executive Committee, this is the year in which BB will be exploring
the Enterprise Development opportunities available to the division, in addition to marketing its
various services to private and public sector companies.
As stated, 2009/2010 is going to be tough. But, as the saying goes: When the going gets tough, the
tough get going… and we are tough! 
JEANETTE MACLEAN
CEO

COMMENTS FROM CLIENTS…
ARWYP:
Thank you very (much) for the wonderful session that you and your team facilitated. It was very
informative and all of the attendees spoke highly of the information that (you) disseminated. All
the attendees say that their perception towards people with disabilities has changed. The gift
packs were also appreciated. I was amazed by the fact that you included all kind of disabilities
on the panel. Godfrey Mashike (Corporate Affairs Manager)
SABC:
Thank you for all the arrangements on such short notice. Please convey our deepest thanks to
Denzil for his inspiring presentation, we truly appreciated it! Lizelle Bouwer (HR Administrator,
Learning & Development, Human Resources: Content Enterprises)
WILHELMINA HOSKINS PRIMARY SCHOOL:
I would like to acknowledge and applaud (the) people who presented the programme to us.
We really enjoyed and learned from the programme about the words that we should use for
physically disadvantaged people. I regard (the) programme as Edutainment as we were
educated and entertained at the same time. Thank you very much. Keep on keeping on.
Mrs Lang – Deputy Head Mistress
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ACHIEVER OF THE YEAR

JANET’S RETURN FROM
THE EDGE
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Manana Mohube stays in Dawsonville Soweto with her three children: a
21year old, a 14 year old, and a 4 year old. In 2005 she suffered from TB of the spine and became
bedridden. Her oldest son, Thabiso, was 17 years old at the time of her falling ill. At 17, Thabiso had
to run the house when his mother became too ill to do anything. Thabiso would take care of his
mother and his two brothers: bathing the youngest who was by then 1 year old and taking him to
crèche in the morning before he went to school. Thabiso would then still visit his Mother in the
hospital after school.
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When the APD first called 3
years ago, Manana was
bedridden with bedsores.

A neighbour took Manana to church in the same neighbourhood to
ask the pastor to pray for her. The pastor was very touched and took
Manana to be cared for in his home while looking for someone who
could care for her in her own home. The pastor approached one of
the APD caregivers who attends the same church. Arrangements
were made for the caregiver to go to the home of Manana to bath
and exercise her on a voluntary basis. Later, the caregiver reported
the case to her supervisor and arrangements were made by the
pastor and Manana to move back to her house and be cared for by
an APD caregiver. The APD supervisor went to assess Manana and the
APD sent in a caregiver to assist her
with bathing and exercise.

On one occasion, when Manana
visited the hospital and was told by her doctor that she would
never be able to walk again, she became depressed. She was so
distraught that on arriving home she attempted to commit
suicide. Miraculously, her son arrived from school at precisely the
right time and rescued her. APD social workers were called in to
counsel Manana and her family.
The APD caregiver assisted Manana patiently and she improved
gradually. It took three years of
perseverance for Manana to
walk again. She is now walking
with a crutch. She is able to do
her housework without the
assistance of a caregiver, and
she goes shopping with her
children. Manana continues to
Manana taking baby steps
do exercises on a daily bases.
with Lonia Soafo
Because she has not yet gained
her sense of balance completely, the APD caregiver visits her
once a week to help her with the exercises that she cannot do on
her own.

“Look, No Hands!”

The courageous Manana is a happy person and she believes one
day she will be able to walk without crutches. The Association for
the Physically Disabled – Greater Johannesburg proudly
recognizes the achievements of Janet Poonyane, or Manana as
she is know to us, and congratulate her for the steps she has taken
towards realizing her full potential.
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SERVICE AWARDS

WITH GRATITUDE TO OUR
DEVOTED STAFF
Formatted: Font: 9 pt
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LONG SERVICE:
The Association recognises those individuals who have devoted a considerable amount of their
working life to the organisation. As it is important that these individuals are formally acknowledged
for their contribution, the following Long Service Awards policy exists:
Long Service Awards to members of staff are as follows:
5 YEARS:
A Certificate and a cheque for R250.
10 YEARS:
A Certificate and a cheque for R500.
15 YEARS:
A Certificate and a cheque for R1 000.
20 YEARS:
A Certificate and a cheque for R1 500.
25 YEARS:
A Certificate, a cheque for R2 000 and a watch to the value of R500.
30 YEARS:
A Certificate and a cheque for R2 500.
35 YEARS:
A Certificate and a cheque for R3 000.
40 YEARS:
A Certificate and a cheque for R3 500.
Presentation
The award and certificate are presented at the AGM held during the year in which the required
period of service is completed.
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5 YEARS

10 YEARS

15 YEARS

20 YEARS

Lindiwe Masina
Bridget Nhlapo

Dave Fox

Elizabeth Mmadi

Sonja Botha
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SERVICE EXCELLENCE:
The Association proudly recognises the following members of staff who have achieved service
excellence in the last year.
There are two categories of service excellence award. One is for the carers, such as the homebased caregivers and social work staff, who deal directly with our clients. And the second is for the
support staff, without whom our carers and the organization, would not be able to function
effectively.
CARERS
Tebogo Ithumeleng (Caregiver)
Timothy Mohlala (Social Auxiliary Worker)

SUPPORT STAFF
Sophie Baloyi (Project Co-ordinator)
Joseph Kedige (Transport Supervisor)

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 2008
2008 AWARD
RECIPIENTS
RECIPIENTS
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“Nothing great is ever achieved without enthusiasm.” Ralph Emerson
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“You cannot build character and courage by taking away man's initiative and independence.
You cannot help men permanently by doing for them what they could and should do for
themselves.” Rev William JH Boetcker
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“The best fertilizer is the gardener's shadow.” Author Unknown
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Employment is the key to self-esteem and independence for people with disabilities (PwDs).
The vision of the Association is to help PwDs to achieve their independence and to reintegrate into the community Skyward Employment aims to do this by facilitating the
interaction of PwDs with as many employers as possible.
The Skyward Employment project has been in existence since 1991 and its recruitment
process is based on specialist knowledge and an intimate understanding of the issues
confronting PwDs. The database of potential employees has grown in the last year.
Faciliating the employment process, Skyward, offers workshops on disability awareness in the
workplace, audits of the accessibility of the relevant workplace/area, and support services
after placement. The PwD receives work readiness training, assistance with the preparation

of CVs, training in successful interview techniques and support once in the job. Skyward has
actively sought out learnerships to enable unskilled or inappropriately skilled PwDs to embark
on new careers.
A total of forty-six candidates were placed in positions, of which ten were permanent as
Administration Clerks (5), Receptionists (4) and a CCTV operator (1). Four candidates were
placed on a year’s contract as end-computer users, and four in temporary work positions in
reception and call centre work. Twenty-eight candidates were placed in learnerships,
namely welding (2), call centres (2), administration (2), sales and merchandise (12), insurance
(2), tracker (2) and chef (6). All candidates were previously disadvantaged, and thirty-four
were female and seventeen, male.
Events attended in the past year include the Human Resources Expo, which focused on
informing companies about the disabled employment market; an ABSA Head Office event
sensitising staff to people with disabilities and a Multichoice Awareness Event addressing
reasonable accommodation for PwDs. The Star Workplace Exhibition held on 21 and 22
March was a great success with interest from employers and PwDs as BBBEE has made
employing a PwD much more attractive to big companies.
An effective partnership with Disabled People South Africa (DPSA) has developed. CVs have
also been collected as per a written agreement with the Department of Labour. Umsobovu
has arranged for Skyward to receive CVs from their members and to suggest employment
and learnership opportunities. Working with recruitment agencies remains challenging as
they focus on the client needs exclusively. Client can be very specific and inflexible, for
example, they will specifically request a black female wheelchair user. Skyward prefers to
work from a job specification as the needs of the PwDs can be taken into account.
The over-sensitivity towards disability in many corporate environments remains a challenge,
which prevents many companies from giving PwDs the opportunity to showcase their abilities.
However, Skyward plans to place 500 people in the 2008/9 and is confident that this is
achievable.
A big thank you goes to my family and my Director for supporting me in making a success of
this challenge. I would like to continue working with PwDs for the next ten years, making a
difference in their lives.

Sizakele Khumalo
Manager – Skyward Employment

